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Message From Jim Stergiou
Dear Clients and Friends,
Welcome to the very first issue of our new SGRisk Newsletter!
I hope the holidays were great for you and 2017 will be even better! I thank all of you
so much, not just for being clients, but because it brings me a lot of joy to know you
and your families as friends. In many ways, you are my extended family. Some of
you, I have even known for 40 years!!!
To those of you who are being introduced to SGRisk, welcome! I look forward to
getting acquainted.
This newsletter will give us a way to communicate announcements and valuable
information to all of you at once. On the lighter side – since actuaries can’t always
be serious – we may add to future issues some “fun stuff” like sports commentary,
jokes and puzzles. Please feel free to give us feedback and suggestions for topics
you would like us to cover.
Also, please pass on the newsletter signup
link www.sgrisk.com/subscribe/ to anyone you think might benefit from it.
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In this issue, we have an interview with Bruce Schobel, an actuarial expert on Social
Security. Although, at SGRisk, we are property and casualty actuaries and generally
do not consult on retirement benefits, we realize everyone is interested in Social
Security. I myself have thought about at what age to take benefits and have
wondered whether my children and grandchildren will have the same thoughts – or
whether Social Security will disappear. We remind everyone that you can find out
about your individual historical contributions and estimated benefits from the Social
Security Administration online at www.ssa.gov/onlineservices/
Also in this issue is a short description of SGRisk’s Case Reserving System as
described by one of our actuaries, Ben Newville, For more information about our
system, please contact Ben.
In future issues, we anticipate covering many interesting and important topics such
as Enterprise Risk management (ERM), Predictive Modeling and the possibility of
federal minimum benefit standards for workers compensation. Please let us know
what you think about the content and make suggestions!
My Very Best To You Always!
Take Care!
Have The Best New Year Ever!
Hope To See You Soon!
Jim
Jim Stergiou, FCAS, MAAA
Chair and CEO
SG Risk, LLC
1050 Wall Street West, Ste 610
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
Tel : 201 935 3434, ext 11
Cell : 201 723 3174
Fax : 201 935 3618
E Mail : thesterg@aol.com and stergiou@sgrisk.com
( please use both )
Website : www.sgrisk.com

The Past and Future of the Social Security System and Other
Retirement Benefit Systems
An Interview with Social Security Expert and Former President of
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the Society of Actuaries Bruce Schobel
(Interviewer: Jon Evans)
Bruce D. Schobel, FSA, MAAA, may be the most knowledgeable actuary on Social
Security in America. Bruce is a former President of the Society of Actuaries, 2007
08. He worked under the legendary Social Security Chief Actuary and Deputy Social
Security Commissioner Robert Myers during 197988. Bruce was a key player in
developing the reforms that saved the Social Security system from bankruptcy in
1983. He reviewed parts of Ronald Reagan's speeches and once even briefed
President Reagan oneonone before a speech.
Q: The classic question: Is Social Security going to be there when I retire in (10, 20,
30, 40,...) years?
A: Of course the program will "be there"! Nobody could possibly turn off the lights
and lock the door. The real question is what will the program look like in (10, 20, 30,
40,...) years? Certainly not exactly like it does today, because under present law, the
current program becomes unsustainable in the 2030s.
Q: What should an individual do to make sure that he or she receives all of the
benefits they deserve?
A: "Deserve" is the critical word in your question. Social Security, while commonly
called an "entitlement program," is simply a program of benefits provided under a
Federal law. That law can be changed  and it has been changed countless times.
The Supreme Court ruled half a century ago that Social Security benefits are not
"property" that is protected by the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution. If Congress
changes the law, then it simultaneously changes what you "deserve" under the law.
Q: How is the long term solvency of the system determined and how solvent is it
right now?
A: Social Security's financial status is evaluated annually by its Board of Trustees
over a 75year longrange time period. The 2016 annual report, issued on June 22,
shows that, under the intermediate (best estimate) assumptions, the program will
become unable to pay timely benefits in full starting in 2034. The longrange
assumptions are developed within the government but not subject to any evident
political bias. For one thing, the annual trustees reports have looked pretty much the
same for the past 30 or so years, under both Democratic and Republican
administrations. Moreover, the assumptions are evaluated periodically by panels of
privatesector and academic experts appointed by the Social Security Advisory
Board. Those technical panels have generally endorsed the government's
assumptions, with only relatively minor recommendations for changes.
Q:

How are the solvency challenges different (or the same) for the different
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components of Social Security (old age retirement, disability, medicare, prescription
drugs, etc.) ?
A: "Social Security" is the term normally used to describe the OldAge, Survivors
and Disability Insurance (OASDI) programs provided by Title II of the Social Security
Act. The other programs that you mention are part of Medicare, a separate program
with its own, even more pressing problems. Right now, following a recent payrolltax
rate reallocation, the oldage and survivors insurance program and the disability
insurance program have nearly identical longrange financial outlooks.
Q: What was the solvency crisis facing Social Security under Reagan?
A:

In a nutshell, the financing provided by the sweeping 1977 Social Security

Amendments proved to be inadequate to withstand the very high inflation and slow
economic growth that began during the second oil crisis of 1979. Social Security was
allowed by special legislation to borrow funds from the (at the time) much healthier
Medicare program, but even that borrowing could not carry the program beyond June
1983. The July benefit checks could not have gone out on time without corrective
legislation. The 1983 Social Security Amendments were signed by President Reagan
on April 20, with just 70 days to spare!
Q: What changes were made under Reagan to maintain the solvency of the system?
A: The bigticket, visible items were (1) acceleration into 1984 and 1988 of most of
the payrolltaxrate increase previously scheduled by law to occur in 1990, (2) 6
month delay of costofliving adjustments, (3) extending Social Security coverage to
some noncovered groups, notably Federal employees hired after 1983, and (4)
taxation of some Social Security benefits, with the revenue going back into Social
Security. The 1983 amendments also raised the normal retirement age from 65 to 67,
but that had no effect until 2000, so it was much more of a longrange change, not
something that helped immediately.
Q: What was it like to chat with Reagan oneonone before a speech?
A: It's difficult not to be starstruck by someone so charismatic. But he was quite
charming and started out by saying to me, "I hear you're doing great work at Social
Security." Definitely got me off on the right foot!
Q: What changes might be implemented now or in the near future to extend the
solvency of the system?
A: Some of the changes that worked in 1983 can't be repeated. The program now
covers virtually everyone who works, with the exception of 56 million state and local
government employees, for whom mandatory coverage raises constitutional issues.
Taxation of benefits phases in to 85 percent, so that can hardly be increased. The
normal retirement age could be raised beyond 67, but people start getting squeamish
http://us14.campaignarchive2.com/?u=bd0d1b66f832083794c33c979&id=d540b66d82
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around 70, and increases in life expectancy haven't been shared very well across
economic strata, so it's a problematic idea. Certainly the payrolltax rate and the
maximum taxable amount (the "wage base") could be raised. Many observers note
that this Congress would never pass tax increases like that, but we're concerned
about what Congress might do in the 2030s. We haven't met most of them yet!!!
Q: Which of these changes do you think are most likely to be implemented and
when will they most likely occur?
A: I believe that some roughly equal mix of tax increases and FUTURE benefit
reductions is inevitable, in order to get the political support necessary for passage.
Everybody has to suffer a little. On the tax side, raising both the rate and the base
seems quite plausible and realistic. On the benefits side, COLA reductions, similar to
what Congress did to Federal employees (including Congress itself) in 1986 appear
likely to me, along with probably some further increase in the retirement age. There
may be some less transparent changes to the benefit formula. I do not expect to see
means testing, simply because it can't save very much money without digging pretty
deep into the upper middle class. Taking away Warren Buffett's benefits won't
accomplish much!
Q: How do the Social Security trust funds work and how would you respond to
people who claim the money has already been spent and is not really there?
A: The trust funds are merely an accounting device that tells the government how
much has been collected (and how much interest has been credited) over how much
has been spent. All of the funds are invested in U.S. government bonds. The
government spends that money on anything it likes, so the money really isn't "there"
in any real sense. But where could it be, anyway? Under some giant mattress
somewhere? We don't want the government to use these unspent trillions of dollars
to buy privatesector companies, right?
Q: How would you respond to people who say Social Security is a Ponzi scheme?
A: A Ponzi scheme, by definition, requires everincreasing numbers of participants to
stay afloat. Social Security does not. It just needs to maintain a reasonable balance
between income and outgo.
Q: Private defined benefit plans (pensions) have almost disappeared in America.
Can you outline the history of these plans and what happened to them?
A: Very, very briefly, companies decided to shift much of the risk (investment and
longevity) from themselves onto plan participants. Simple as that. Interestingly,
governments have not copied them to any great extent.
Q: How big is the risk that even with Social Security and defined contribution plans
(401k, IRA, etc.) many workers will face poverty in old age?
http://us14.campaignarchive2.com/?u=bd0d1b66f832083794c33c979&id=d540b66d82
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A: Some people spend their whole lives in poverty. That's just a fact. I have never
understood why, upon reaching some magical age, poverty should suddenly
disappear. It's not realistic. But the shift away from definedbenefit plans will certainly
exacerbate the problem. Basically, just about everyone who lives long enough will be
poor eventually. Or much poorer than they were when they were younger and
working.
Q: Do you expect any legislative reforms to encourage a return of private pensions?
A: The government has enough trouble forcing people to buy health insurance. I
don't believe for a minute that the government could force companies to provide
pensions. The only way to encourage such behavior is with tax incentives, and those
will be much less effective if the corporate tax rate is lowered, as seems to be the
intention of the new administration.
Q:

Can you describe the solvency problems that are occurring now with public

employee pension systems at the state and local level?
A: Many state and local governmental pension plans have overpromised and under
estimated the cost of meeting those promises. The chickens are starting to come
home to roost. We see more and more governmental units taking evermoredrastic
measures, including bankruptcy, to save themselves. But some state constitutions do
not permit amendment of governmental pension plans, except for new entrants.
That's going to be a big problem.
Q: How do you think these public employee pension problems will be resolved in the
end?
A: Clearly, benefits will need to be cut, where that's possible. In places where that
can't happen quickly enough, we may see more bankruptcies and changes imposed
by Federal courts.
Q: Are there any solvency problems with federal employee pension plans?
A: No. The workforce is pretty stable, and the plans are not overpromising, in
general.
Q: Right now what can employers do for their employees, and employees do for
themselves, to secure an adequate retirement?
A: I've been saying for decades that individuals need to save much, MUCH more if
they expect to maintain their preretirement standard of living after they retire. People
need to start sooner and save more. That means living farther below their means
while they are working. Of course, poor people simply can't do that, which is why
Social Security is so generous to the truly poor  and should remain that way.
http://us14.campaignarchive2.com/?u=bd0d1b66f832083794c33c979&id=d540b66d82
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Q: What is the best age (62, 66, 70) for a retiree to begin collecting Social Security?
A: Waiting until age 70 maximizes lifetime benefits for healthy, married people.
Remember that delayedretirement increments can be inherited by surviving
spouses. That's very valuable. Of course, most people retire long before age 70, so
they need to live off other assets until they claim Social Security. In general, the
longer you wait, the better off you are. And this realization is starting to be reflected
in retirees' behavior.
Q: The issue of partial or complete privatization of Social Security is often raised.
How would such privatization proposals work and how would they differ from the
current system?
A: It's bad enough that investment and longevity risk have largely been shifted from
employers to employees. The government should not follow suit. Anyway, shifting tax
revenue into private accounts now would merely accelerate Social Security's
insolvency date. Why would anyone want to do that? Basically, in my view, you just
can't get there from here. That train left the station 80 years ago.
Q: Do you expect any degree of privatization to be implemented, whether in the
short term or the long term?
A: No, I don't. But governments make bad decisions from time to time. Anything can
happen.
Q: There is sometimes an overlap between the benefits provided by Social Security
and other sources such as work comp. Can you describe some of these situations
and generally which source should pay first?
A: The Social Security disability insurance program has provisions integrating it with
workers' comp. In most states, workers' comp pays first, and the DI benefit is
reduced, but in a minority of states (something like a dozen), the reverse is true. It's
pretty clear (to me, anyway) that workers' comp should pay first, but some state laws
have turned that around.
Q: How do retirement systems (both public and private parts) tend to work in other
countries around the world?
A: Most advanced, Western countries have definedbenefit programs that look and
operate quite a lot like Social Security. Many Asian and thirdworld countries have
plans that resemble governmentrun 401(k) arrangements. The poorest countries
generally have nothing.
Q: Are there elements of retirement systems in other countries that you think might
make sense to implement in the USA?
http://us14.campaignarchive2.com/?u=bd0d1b66f832083794c33c979&id=d540b66d82
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A: Not really. Social Security is stateoftheart, for the most part.

SGRisk's Case Reserving System  A Description by Ben Newville
Unpaid losses (commonly called "loss reserves") generally are the largest liability
portion of the balance sheet of insurance companies and selfinsured entities. The
starting point for its calculation is case reserves. If case reserves are incorrectly or
inconsistently set, the total reserve, including incurred but not reported losses
(IBNR), is more likely to be inaccurate. Understanding which claims to settle early
and which to contest may result in reserve savings. Not only would savings accrue
on individual claims, but allocated loss adjustment expenses (ALAE) are reduced as
well as the inflationary impacts on open claims the longer they remain open.
Case reserves are established by claims professionals using judgment considering
many factors that may be highly variable depending on the coverage and particular
situation. SGRisk LLC developed an algorithm, customized to your business, that
produces a suggested case reserve and allocated loss expense reserve, with a
range of possible results.
Advantages of SGRisk’s case reserve system include the following:
Encourage the claim department and management to reevaluate individual
case estimates that depart from model results;
Benchmark existing reserves against an alternative measure;
Validate individual estimates;
Focus resources on claims that have a disproportionate effect on results;
Allow claims examiners to concentrate more on settling and establishing facts
on cases, rather than on reserve setting;
Provide reinsurers, regulators, rating agencies and others with added
confidence on reserves;
Add a competitive advantage compared to competitors who do not have this
tool;
Facilitate "what if" analysis of reserves due to revised mix of business by type
of insured, location, volume of writings by year, etc.;
Save costs by reducing claims department reserve setting on more routine
claims;
List additional aspects of the claims process by means of the input checklist;
Facilitate training and education for junior examiners;
Add documentation to the file of model output.
For more information about SGRisk's case reserving system, please email Ben
Newville at benjaminnewville@gmail.com
http://us14.campaignarchive2.com/?u=bd0d1b66f832083794c33c979&id=d540b66d82
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About SGRisk LLC
For several decades SGRisk has been ranked by A.M. Best in the
top 20 property & casualty actuarial firms, as measured by total
dollar volume of client loss reserves. In 2016 SGRisk was ranked
12th on this list. We are an independent, innovative, property
liability consulting service designed to offer complete actuarial and
financial expertise in the areas of pricing, reserving, predictive
modeling and enterprise risk management. We work with self
insurers, insurance companies, insurance brokers, risk managers,
legal firms, thirdparty administrators, onshore and offshore
captives, municipalities, regulators and legislators.
Ever since our founding in 1980, our philosophy has been to have
our clients understand our actuarial methodologies and to remove
the mystery surrounding actuarial calculations. Our goals are to
clearly explain our assumptions, our methods and our results.
E. James Stergiou and Charles Gruber are the two founders of
the firm. They each have more than 35 years of actuarial and
insurance experience. They are each Fellows of the Casualty
Actuarial Society and Members of the American Academy of
Actuaries.
SGRisk, LLC
1050 Wall Street West
Suite 610
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
18009353436
www.sgrisk.com
email: santalucia@sgrisk.com
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